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EU GI scheme for craft and industrial products

‘Indications which identify a good as originating in the territory of a Member, or a 
region or locality in that territory, where a given quality, reputation or other 
characteristic of the good is essentially attributable to its geographical origin’ 
(WTO TRIPS Art.22, WIPO Geneva Act Art.2(1)(ii))
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will present a proposal for a regulation that was adopted in April  2022 to protect the name of craft and industrial products at EU level.At European level, geographical indications are only protected (since 1992) for agricultural products (e.g., Parma Ham, Feta). There is no EU level GI protection available for craft and industrial products.For handicrafts and industrial products, examples in the EU are:La Pierre bleue de Belgique (BE) -- The Belgian Blue stone (BE)The knives from Solingen (DE)The Donegal Tweed (IE)



Commission Proposal: Objectives 

Establishing a directly applicable geographical indication (GI) protection for craft and industrial (CI) 
products at Union level

Empowering producers: 

• Union-wide protection against counterfeiting and other illegal uses  
• Incentive to invest in these products 

Benefits for consumers: Improved trust and visibility of CI products on the market

Benefits for regions: tourism, retain qualified local workforce, safeguard cultural heritage 

Empowering micro and SMEs 



Commission Proposal: Basic features

1. Balanced criteria for protection as to territorial link

5.  EU system to replace national CI GI rights

2.  Two-stage registration procedure

3. EUIPO as EU authority in charge

4. Flexibility in control and enforcement
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Stakeholder views:

68% of respondents* 
support most preferred

policy option

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide presents the features of the basic features of the systemHowever the proposal is not finalNegotiations are on going in the Council (at that very moment)The text of the proposal is also negotiated with the EP (this very week)
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The two-stages of the registration procedure

National stage Union stage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The registration procedure has two levels, as it is the case of the AGRI GI schemes:First phase: at national level, producer groups or producers will send their application to Member States’ authorities. They will assess the application, run the national opposition procedure, and, following a positive results of the assessment, submit a Union application. To Whom?Second phase: Unlike in the AGRI scheme, the European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO) is in charge of the second (EU-level) stage of the registration procedure. This means that EUIPO will examine the applications, running a worldwide opposition procedure and taking a decision to grant or refuse the protection. EUIPO will also carry out the corresponding procedures for GIs originating in non-EU countries.Once the decision for registration is taken, EUIPO will record in the Union register, in particular the registered name, class, and country -or countries- of origin of the product. Parties will be able to challenge the decision, first before EUIPO’s Board of appeal and then later on before the General EU Court. EUIPO will also endorse the role of Competent Authority in WIPO’s international registration system (Geneva Act of the Lisbon Agreement)Chapter 3 contains possibility to consult the Advisory Board (composed of experts appointed by MSs and the EC). When necessary, AB will examine and provide opinions, at the request of the Office or the EC, on specific GI applications and technical problems relating to the application. 



Two exceptions to the standard registration process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 exceptions to the 2 stage procedure: First, for MSs that have no national system to protect GIs, and no interest from local producers, Reg. includes poss. to use the “direct registration procedure”. This means that registration (amendments to the product specification and cancellation of the registration) is directly managed by EUIPO at EU level. In these cases, the relevant MSs do not designate a national authority BUT have to designate a contact point for the registration to assist the EUIPO, and a competent authority for the controls and enforcement to take the necessary actions to enforce the Regulation’s rights. The advisory board must be consulted with regards to application submitted through the direct procedure (Article 15).Second, exceptionally, where a decision to register a GI may jeopardise the public interest or the Union’s trade or external relations, the Commission, on its own initiative, or at the request of the EUIPO or MSs, may decide to take over from the Office, at any time before the end of the procedure, the power to decide on such GI application. 



Fees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of costs, at EU level there are fees for the ‘direct registration’ procedure, third countries and the appeals launched before the Board of Appeal. at national level, MSs may charge fees, like for GIs for wine, spirit drinks and agricultural and food products. Geographical indications are granted for an unlimited duration period so there will be no renewal fees.



Title IV - Control and Enforcement
Producer Control: Compliance of the products with the product specification

Misuse control: Member States prevent and stop any other misuses of GIs within their territory

Deterrent system of fines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Title 4: Controls and enforcement Control and enforcement system is like in AGRIEach MS designates at least one competent authority (Article 45) and enforcement authority (Article 48)Competent authority checks products’ compliance with the specifications:Competent authorities may delegate official control tasks to one or more product certification bodies including natural persons (Article 50)Competent authority/product certification bodyverify compliance prior to placing the GI product on the market (Article 46)Carry out controls on the market (Article 48)Enforcement authority takes administrative and judicial steps to prevent or stop the use of contravening names (Article 48)A producer can obtain a certificate of authorisation to produce (Article 58)Unlike in AGRIMS ‘may’ opt for a ‘self-declaration’ system to verify compliance with the product specification (Article 49)Producers submit the declaration before product is on the marketRenew this declaration every 3 yearsSafeguards: MS to provide for random controls (Article 49) + heavy fines (Article 56)Producers should be responsible for the quality of their product (due diligence Article 47)



Any question?
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Presentation Notes




Economic context
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Presentation Notes
The economic contextOne can find more candidates CI products for GI protection in the Mediterranean countries than in the rest of the EU (e.g. Nordic countries).GIs cover products specifically made by small and micro enterprises (cluster of few companies or artisans). There is a strong link with tourism in the regions where CIGIs are produced, which have been more affected by COVID 19.[Typically goods are produced in a cluster of few companies. For laces and embroideries, individual artisans compose clusters. Based on the data provided in one of the studies, we were able to locate a number of 300 GI products. Many of these products are made in regions which have a GDP per capita below EU average and two thirds of these regions are located outside urban areas.The craft sector has been in decline. According to Panorama Skills 3 in 10 workers have disappeared when compared to 2006 employment levels. Back in 2018, prior to the Covid outbreak, there were 1.2 million persons employed as craft and printing workers (representing less 0.6% of total EU27 employment). Yet, the sector is undergoing an important change due to digital revolution and changing consumer preferences. This will lead to changes in qualification profile of workers and with the increased importance/demand of highly qualified workers.Importantly, regions with geographically rooted products are characterised by higher vulnerability in the tourism sector compared to regions without geographically rooted products. Such regions have been severely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.]



• Provides for amendments to Council Decision (EU) 2019/1754 and Regulation (EU)
2019/1753 of the European Parliament and of the Council, the EU legislation adopted
following the EU’s accession to the Geneva Act on 26 November 2019.

• To adjust existing rules to the new EU CI GI scheme e.g. there is currently no provision to
clarify that unlike in the case of agricultural GIs, it is the EUIPO that plays the role of
competent authority under the Lisbon system. Similarly, provisions need to ensure that
international applications relating to CI products can be filed and processed by the
EU’s competent authority.

• Amendments introduced in the Trade Mark Regulation (EU) 2017/1001: tasks conferred
to the EUIPO for the administration and promotion of CI geographical indications, or to
establish a domain name information and alert system for EU trade marks replicating
the alert system established for CI GIs

Title V – GIs entered in the International register
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under title V, we find some provisions needed to amend existing legislation adopted after EU accession to the GA in particular to clarify that:the EUIPO (instead of the EC) plays the role of the competent authority under the Lisbon systemInternational CI GI application will have to be filed at the EUIPO that will process them  



Protection for non-EU countries CIGIs
Preconditions

via

International agreement

EU party (GA, other)
Mutual protection of CIGIs

corresponding criteria
protection in country of origin

Application with EUIPO
Examination incl. ww opposition

(EUIPO) Record in the Union register

refused

registration
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The proposal builds on calls from non-EU countries (Indonesia, Colombia, etc.) asking for the creation of a regulatory framework for the protection of craft and industrial products.=> Protection afforded by this Regulation will be equally available to geographical indications of non-EU countries that meet the corresponding criteria and that are protected in their country of origin (as a GI or collective/certification TM). Non-EU product names might be protected in the EUif their country of origin has an international agreement to which the EU is also contracting party (Geneva act or any other) that includes the mutual protection of such names, orif an application is made that complies with the requirements of the regulation on GIs for CIPs: EUIPO will examine the applications, running a worldwide opposition procedure and taking a decision to grant or refuse the protection for GIs originating in non-EU countries. Once the decision for registration is taken, EUIPO will record the non-EU country GIs for CIP in the Union register.Defensive: Will the CI GIs protected at national level by the 7 EU MSs that are members of the Madrid system be kept?Indeed they will, on the condition that they are registered in the GA, as an EU GI.
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